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Abstract
A vital aspect of Indian Classical music (ICM) is the Raag, which serves as a base
on which improvisations and compositions (IAC) are created and presented. While
every Raag represents a unique emotion, it allows a musician to explore and convey
his interpretation of the lyrical content of a song. Although many works have
explored the problem of classification of Raag, they have several short comings
owing to the fact that they assume a prior knowledge of the tonic of the audio.
In this work we introduce 1) a novel data augmentation technique leveraging an
inherent aspect of ICM that the semantics of IAC are only dependent on the relative
position of notes with respect to the tonic and not the tonic itself 2) Convolutional
Neural Network based approach to build a robust model that can classify Raag
independent of the tonic.
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Introduction

ICM is an advanced and complex form of classical music which has Carnatic Music (CM)[16] and
Hindustani Music (HM)[3], as its two primary branches. Raag is a basic element for compositions and
the improvisations (or “Manodharma” [12]) and is defined as a pattern of notes having characteristic
embellishments, rhythm and intervals. Every Raag is associated with a unique emotion. [2] conduct
a study on perception of Raags and observe that an inexperienced listener is able to identify the
emotion of a Raag effectively by relying only on psychological cues. Hence Raag can be used in a
variety of music related tasks like organizing recordings into songs with similar emotional content,
music recommendation systems [15] etc.
Every note used in a Raag is defined with respect to a base note called the Tonic. Features of the Raag
like the arohana-avarohana(legal ascent and descent note progressions respectively) and the Gamaka
are key in identifying a Raag. The Gamaka, which is unique to every Raag, is a complex version of
glissando that enables a musician to express the same progression of notes in multiple ways, due to
which two Raags that have a similar set of notes may sound completely different. [11] describe and
illustrate 6 popular types of gamakas in CM. [11] and [10] provide a detailed explanation of Raag in
CM and HM respectively.
Recent success of Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) in text classification applications [7]
[1] show that CNNs are capable of handling temporal sequences well. The Raag identification/Classification can be viewed as a sequence classification problem, with the set of all possible
notes being the dictionary. As CNNs are translation invariant, they can identify features of a Raag
irrespective of the order of their appearance in the audio. In this work we introduce a CNN based
approach to Raag Classification in conjuction with of a novel data augmentation technique which
makes our method Tonic independent.
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Figure 1: Above is an illustration that shows how one can arrive at two different Raags with same
set of notes. If we assumed the note D to be a Tonic, then D-E-F-G-A-B-C-D becomes a raga called
Kharaharapriya while if G is made a tonic, the sequence G-A-B-C-D-E-F-G becomes a raga called
Harikambodhi. Combined with the Gamakas that are used both of these sound completely different.

Previous works have used machine learning based approaches to recognize Raags. [6] describe the
recognition of Ragas using pitch class and pitch class dyad distributions. Their approach assumes
a prior knowledge of the tonic of the audio(every recording is manually annotated with the tonic).
[13] use a combination of hidden Markov Models, string matching algorithm and automatic note
transcription as part of their approach. The authors assume that the audio is monophonic i.e, that
the audio has only one performer(either vocals or some melody based instrument). But most of the
audio recordings are not monophonic. They also make an assumption that the tonic of all the audio
samples is G#. [14] recover the arohana(rule for note ascent) and avarohana(rule for note descent)
and use it as a feature in the model. This is insufficient as multiple Raags have similar arohana and
avarohana but the gamaka and the characteristic phrases make them sound entirely different [11]. [8]
use Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based HMM using features like MFCC and Chroma.
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Approach

2.1
2.1.1

Dataset and Pre processing
Dataset

We create a dataset (available for viewing here) with sufficient number of recordings containing rich
musical content to enable the model to learn the subtleties and the nuances of the music being fed.
The created dataset ’DBICM’ features recordings of 8 artists and the recordings have 10 different
tonics. We then use the Data Augmentation technique and the subsequencing mentioned in 2.1.4
and 2.1.5 respectively, resulting in close 300000 10 second long clips. We have ensured that none of
the selected recordings of the same Raag have the same tonic. This allows us to test our model and
validate if it can perform classification of Raag independent of the tonic. We create 2 sub sets from
the dataset, details of which have been outlined below:
• D1 - This contains 9 recordings (6 for training and 3 testing) in 3 Raags and 2 different
tonics. All recordings in this dataset was performed by the same artist. It was created as a
baseline dataset to compare our model’s performance with its performance on real world
data.
• D2 - This contains 21 recordings (14 training and 7 testing) in 7 Raags and 8 different
tonics. All the recordings are real world examples, i.e., they have been sampled from Live
Recordings of 5 different artists.
2.1.2

Pitch Tracking

Since the model analyzes the melody component of the audio to identify the Raag, a critical step in
preprocessing is to perform pitch tracking of the audio and hence represent the given audio as an
array of frequencies. We use Praat [5][4] (which is an open source software for the analysis of speech
and sound) and Parselmouth [9] (which is a Python API for Praat), to perform the pitch tracking of
the audio.
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2.1.3

Frequency to MIDI conversion

Since Indian Classical Music predominantly characterized by acoustic instruments/ vocals, the audio
hence is a continuous waveform. To be able to effectively analyze a sequence of frequencies, the audio
has to be discretized. For this we could convert a given frequency into the corresponding Musical
f
).
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) Note by using the formula, MIDI Note = 69 + 12 ∗ log2 ( 440
The issue with this approach is that frequencies in the range of 21 Hz to 4186 Hz is represented by
88 discreet levels ( i.e MIDI note 21 to 108 ) which leads to a severe loss of information. Hence we
define α additional levels (which are technically called cents) between two MIDI notes, thus resulting
in a total of 88 ∗ α possible levels (we choose α to be 10). Hence every note is now represented as a
tuple (M,C) which can be read off as the MIDI note ’M’ and ’C’ cents above ’M’.
2.1.4

Data Augmentation

Although the process mentioned above helps our classifier in efficiently learning the nuances of
music, it necessitates that we feed the classifier with data in every possible tonic, (which may or may
not be available), in order to make the classifier independent of the tonic. To address this problem,
we propose a novel data augmentation technique, summarized as below: Following this we:
• Perform pitch tracking on the audio to obtain a sequence of frequencies S = S1 , S2 , ..ST ,
where ’T’ is the total number of time steps of the audio.
• Convert S into a sequence of (M, C) tuples as mentioned in 2.1.3 to obtain M C =
{(M, C)1 , (M, C)2 , ..(M, C)T } = {M C1 , M C2 , ....M CT }
• Transform (M, C)i as M + C i.e if M = 29 and C = 0.1 M + C = 29.1.
• Let minv and maxv be the minimum and the maximum value as observed in the above
sequence.
• Select a suitable step size ∆, say 0.5, and do M C = M C − ∆ until minv of M C = 8.
(Similarly do M C = M C + ∆ until maxv of M C = 108).
• For every decrement/increment performed above, we get a new sequence that represents
how the audio would look like in another tonic. Each of these new sequences are stored.
When we train the model on this augmented dataset, it now has a clear idea as to how a Raag looks
like in different tonics and hence becomes independent of the tonic of the audio.
2.1.5

Sub-sequencing

We observe that a human while trying to identify a Raag, breaks it up into smaller subsequences
as they listen to the audio and tries to classify each of these into a particular Raag and hence
identifies the Raag of the audio presented. We emulate this by repeatedly sampling subsequences
M Csub = {M Ci , M Ci+1 , ....M Ci+1000 } and training the model on the these subsequences. Note
that the sampling of these subsequences is random in that ’i’ is selected randomly.
2.2

Model Selection

Recently, CNNs have had a lot of success in NLP and speech recognition applications. [1] presents a
concise explanation of how a CNN can be used for the task of speech recognition. Authors in [7]
have used a novel VDCNN architecture based on deep CNNs to achieve improvements over-state-ofthe-art on many datasets. Identifying Raags is essentially a sequence classification, with invariance
to translation being a critical factor since a features of a Raag can appear in any part of the audio,
making it a suitable workload for a CNN. The Network Architecture has been outlined in table 1.
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3.1

Results
Training

The model was trained using the mini batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm and adam optimizer.
Owing to the small dataset size, overfitting was one of the main concerns. Multiple approaches
were used to mitigate the effects of overfiting like using dropout, early stopping, batch normalization
3

Layer Name
Feature Embedding
Sequential1
Sequential2
Sequential3
Sequential4
Sequential5
Dense

Layer_Specifications
Embedding Layer (Embedding Size = 80)
1D Conv (kernel = 20, feature maps = 16, Relu activation), BatchNorm 1D, Dropout
1D Conv (kernel = 15, feature maps = 32, Relu activation), BatchNorm 1D, Dropout, MaxPool
1D Conv (kernel = 10, feature maps = 64, Relu activation), BatchNorm 1D, Dropout
1D Conv (kernel = 5, feature maps = 128, Relu activation), BatchNorm 1D, Dropout, MaxPool
1D Conv (kernel = 5, feature maps = 256, Relu, activation), BatchNorm 1D, Dropout
Fully Connected Layer and Softmax output

Table 1: Network Architecture

etc. A significantly high dropout rates had to be employed to help the model generalize to the test
dataset. Parameters like ∆ (refer 2.1.4), α (refer 2.1.3) and the subsequence length are very critical
for training. As the value of ∆ reduces (approach 0), the model tends to overfit and as ∆ increases
(approac 1) the model tends under fit, which can be rectified with more number of training epochs.
The model severely underfits once the value of ∆ exceeds 1.
Dataset
D1
D2

Number of Raags
represented
3
7

Number of tonics
represented
2
8

Number of Test
Instances Created
30000
70000

Test Accuracy
77.1%
72.8%

Table 2: Model Evaluation

3.2

Model Evaluation

As a result of the subsequencing and data augmentation, the data produced has equal number of
samples for each class and hence is a balanced classification problem. We thus choose accuracy as a
metric to evaluate the performance of the model. Dataset D1 has audio clips representing 3 Raags
in 2 different tonics. We create 70000 training instances and 30000 test instance by using the data
augmentation and subsequencing techniques. The model is able to achieve a test accuracy of 77.1%
on the test. Dataset D2 has audio clips that represent 7 Raags in 8 different tonics, from which 140000
training and 70000 testing instances were created. The model was able to achieve an accuracy of
72.8 % on the same.
3.3

Inference on Long Sequences and Sequences with multiple Raags

In most practical situations we are required to make predictions on an audio clip as a whole. We
observe that by employing subsequencing, we can obtain multiple samples from the audio on which
we use the model to make predictions. The overall Raag content of the audio can be inferred by
taking a vote from the predictions made on the samples. There are numerous audio recordings where
the musician uses multiple Raags sequentially. By replacing the random sampling as described in
2.1.5 with a sequential sampling,( i.e vary i from 0 to T-1000, with a suitable step size ), we can
obtain a series of predictions which can thus be used to describe how the Raag content of the audio
changes wih time.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new data augmentation technique that enables a model to learn the semantics of
different Raags in numerous different tonics apart from the tonic present in the audio. The model,
which is a simple 5 layer deep Convolutional Neural Network, achieves an accuracy of around
72-77% on the test datasets. We believe that this approach towards Raag Recognition has tremendous
potential. It will be interesting to see how a larger multi-scale model (similar to [17]) trained by
employing our data augmentation technique performs with datasets with an increased number of
Raags and tonics.
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